Challenging Perceptions
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Lagan Pedestrian Cycle Bridge
Selected Option

https://www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/articles/lagan-pedestrian-and-cycle-bridge
IN PICTURES: Flooding chaos across Northern Ireland

Trafficwatch NI
11:09 pm - 29 Dec 2015
The A1 Dromore Road southbound at Gowdstown Road is closed due to flooding. A contraflow has been installed on the northbound c/way.

Downtown Radio
5 January 2016
TRAFFIC & TRAVEL UPDATE
A1 south bound carriageway has reopened at Gowdstown between Dromore and Banbridge following last nights closure due to flooding.

BanbridgeLeader
Flood problems on A1 to be fixed
Solution
Professional Development

There's a range of qualifications you can gain

CEng  EngTech  GC  TPP  IEng

STEM

LEARN  EARN

LEARN  EARN

LEARN  EARN
The Future
Uncertainty
Diverse Skills
And Backgrounds

We can't solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them.
Positivity
Thank you
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